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When Kids Ask Hard Questions
The song “Twinkle, twinkle little star” just got more
interesting with this starry book. Your curious little
one will find this resource valuable because it briefly
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but adequately discusses some of the most commonly
asked questions about the night sky. Expect your
children to know more about the night sky and
astronomy, in general, the more he/she reads this
book.

I Have a Question about Death
Kids ask the darndest things . . . and here are the
answers—all in one helpful book! Anyone who has
ever been a kid, raised a kid, or spent any time with
kids knows that asking questions is a critical part of
growing up. Kids have curious minds and they come
up with some very interesting questions. But the truth
is adults don't always know the answers. The Handy
Answer Book for Kids (and Parents) comes to the
rescue. Written with a child's imagination in mind, this
easy-to-understand book is a launching pad for
curious young minds and a life raft for parents at wits
end. It addresses nearly 800 queries with enough
depth and detail to both satisfy the curiosity of
persistent young inquisitors and provide parents with
a secure sense of a job well done. It'll equip every
parent for those difficult, absurd, or sometimes funny
questions from their kids, such as Is there life on
Mars? Do rivers ever dry up? Why are there wars? Is
there such a thing as a funny bone? Why do dogs
bark? Why is the sky blue? Why do people have to
grow old? Why do people speak different languages?

The Kids' Book of Questions
1001 Conversation Starters for Any OccasionMost of
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us realize that raising questions is a powerful way to
get interesting dialogue. But asking good ones can be
another matter—they’re not always that easy to think
up! That’s where The Complete Book of Questions
comes in. This book is one big compilation of
questions—1001 of them you can use to launch great
conversations in almost any context. And many of
these questions are likely to trigger other questions
you may also wish to discuss. Think of this book as a
tool to spark interaction—and to know and
understand others, and yourself, better. The
questions in The Complete Book of Questions have
been divided into ten categories for easy reference as
shown in the chart below. There are probably as many
ways to put this book to use, as there are questions
within it! So be creative. Experiment with these 1001
questions in different contexts—and be sure to make
the most of the conversations that ensue!

The Kids' Book of Questions and Answers
The TIME For Kids Big Book of Questions series is now
bigger and better than ever with this latest addition!
In a great new oversized format, TIME For Kids Big
Book of Answers satisfies the most curious kids with
answers to the questions they commonly ask but
adults can rarely answer. Questions like "How does
popcorn pop?", "Where did the Titanic sink?" and
"Why are our eyes different colors?" are grouped into
easy-to-navigate categories such as animals, humans,
history, science and sports. Colorful photos, dynamic
graphics, and simple text help kids discover 1,001
amazing facts to impress their parents, teachers,
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friendsand anyone else who will listen! span

Big Book of Answers (A TIME For Kids
Book)
To get the best answer-in business, in life-you have to
ask the best possible question. Innovation expert
Warren Berger shows that ability is both an art and a
science. It may be the most underappreciated tool at
our disposal, one we learn to use well in infancy-and
then abandon as we grow older. Critical to learning,
innovation, success, even to happiness-yet often
discouraged in our schools and workplaces-it can
unlock new business opportunities and reinvent
industries, spark creative insights at many levels, and
provide a transformative new outlook on life. It is the
ability to question-and to do so deeply, imaginatively,
and “beautifully.” In this fascinating exploration of the
surprising power of questioning, innovation expert
Warren Berger reveals that powerhouse businesses
like Google, Nike, and Netflix, as well as hot Silicon
Valley startups like Pandora and Airbnb, are fueled by
the ability to ask fundamental, game-changing
questions. But Berger also shares human stories of
people using questioning to solve everyday problemsfrom “How can I adapt my career in a time of
constant change?” to “How can I step back from the
daily rush and figure out what really makes me
happy?” By showing how to approach questioning
with an open, curious mind and a willingness to work
through a series of “Why,” “What if,” and “How”
queries, Berger offers an inspiring framework of how
we can all arrive at better solutions, fresh
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possibilities, and greater success in business and life.

Questions Children Ask and How to
Answer Them
Questions, Questions
Death is a difficult topic for any parent or educator to
explain to a child, perhaps even more so when the
child has Autism Spectrum Disorder or other Special
Needs. This book is designed specifically to help
children with these additional needs to understand
what happens when someone dies. The first book of
its kind, I Have a Question about Death uses
straightforward text and images to walk children
through what it means when someone dies, as well as
ways they might want to react or to think about the
person. Using clear illustrations throughout and with
information for parents and guardians, this book is
essential for families with a child aged 5-11 with
Autism Spectrum Disorder or other special needs.

The Kids' Book of Questions
Provides answers to commonly asked questions such
as "Why does my skin wrinkle in the tub?" and "Why
do we see a rainbow?"

The big book of questions & answers
What is the coronavirus, and why is everyone talking
about it? Engagingly illustrated by Axel Scheffler, this
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approachable and timely book helps answer these
questions and many more, providing children aged
5-10 and their parents with clear and accessible
explanations about the coronavirus and its effects both from a health perspective and the impact it has
on a family’s day-to-day life. With input from expert
consultant Professor Graham Medley of the London
School of Hygiene & Tropical Medicine, as well as
advice from teachers and child psychologists, this is a
practical and informative resource to help explain the
changes we are currently all experiencing. The book
is free to read and download, but Nosy Crow would
like to encourage readers, should they feel in a
position to, to make a donation to:
https://www.nhscharitiestogether.co.uk/

Questions for Kids
Marcus Pfister’s best-selling Questions,
Questions—simplified and now on sturdy board book
pages—opens children’s eyes to the wondrous
mysteries all around them. How many shells are on
the shore? Millions? Billions? Even more?

Kids Book of Questions. Why do Animals?
Where did I come from? What happens when you die?
What's divorce? From the moment children can
formulate questions they begin to bombard their
parents with "Why?" "What?" "Where" and "How?"
Naturally curious they often catch us off guard leaving
us unsure of how to answer their questions with an
appropriate response. Fully revised and updated for
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the digital age, this new edition of Dr Miriam
Stoppard’s essential parenting manual provides ageappropriate answers to a huge range of challenging
questions. Drawing from extensive research in child
development and specifically on what children can
handle at each age, Stoppard offers parents a
foundation on which they can build their own answers
as their child's understanding expands.

TIME for Kids Big Book of Why
Start Instant Questions-Anytime, Anywhere!

A More Beautiful Question
It's the Chinese Year of the Dog, and as Pacy
celebrates with her family, she finds out that this is
the year she is supposed to "find herself." Universal
themes of friendship, family, and finding one's
passion in life make this novel appealing to readers of
all backgrounds. This funny and profound book is a
wonderful debut novel by a prolific picture book
author and illustrator and has all the makings of a
classic.

The Big Book of Tell Me how
Provides answers to questions about space, the earth,
animals and plants, transportation, buildings, and
other scientific and technical topics.

Why Would Anyone Cut a Tree Down?
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Let your children seek and find answers to their
questions about the curious features of animals in this
pretty straightforward book. Designed to appeal to
young children, this book encourages reading and
learning. The question and answer format allows for
information to be broken down and better absorbed.
Grab a copy of this book today.

Coronavirus: A Book for Children
Poses thought-provoking questions to the reader
about such issues as trust, fear, ethics, family
problems, social pressures, and friendship.

The Book of Beautiful Questions
This book explains the Christian faith to young
children in bite-sized chunks. "It was a great pleasure
to watch our daughter learn these answers. As usual
teaching a child great truths enriched our thinking
and worship." John and Noel Piper

Kids Book of Questions. Why do I?
Many children want to know where stories come from
and how a book is made. Marie-Louise Gay’s new
picture book provides them with some delightfully
inspiring answers in a fictional encounter between an
author and some very curious children, who
collaborate on writing and illustrating a story. MarieLouise has scribbled, sketched, scrawled, doodled,
penciled, collaged and painted the words and pictures
of a story-within-a-story that show how brilliant ideas
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creep up on you when you least expect it and how
words sometimes float out of nowhere asking to be
written. Any Questions? presents a world inhabited by
lost polar bears, soaring pterodactyls, talking trees
and spotted snails, with cameo appearances by some
of Marie-Louise’s favorite characters — a world where
kids can become part of the story and let their
imaginations run wild… and just maybe they will be
inspired to create stories of their own. At the end of
the book, Marie-Louise provides answers to many of
the questions children have asked her over the years,
such as “Are you Stella?” “How did you learn to
draw?” “Can your cat fly?” “How many books do you
make in one day?”

A Kids Book about COVID-19
This delightful book shows children the life cycle of
trees, showing that trees are a renewable resource as
their seeds can be planted to make new trees grow. It
also discusses the need to remove sick, flammable
and other dangerous trees as well as the various uses
for wood from cut trees. All of it is so beautifully
illustrated in full color that the lessons come alive for
adults and children alike. Ideal for parents, teachers
and children. By Roberta Burzynski. Illustrations by
Juliette Watts. NA-IN-01-12.

The Book of What If?
The world is a confusing and painful place for children
(and adults). How do you respond faithfully to your
kids’ big questions? Learn to craft faithful
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conversations and be better prepared to talk about
the tough stuff with your kids. More than 30 essays
from a diverse group of young Christian
parents/pastors address today’s toughest topics,
including gender, race, bullying, mental illness, death,
divorce, money, technology, and generosity. When
Kids Ask Hard Questions invites you to take a deep
breath, create safe spaces for the hard conversations,
and speak the truth in love. Each chapter includes a
resource list for further exploration.

The Book of Questions
From the bestselling author of A More Beautiful
Question, hundreds of big and small questions that
harness the magic of inquiry to tackle challenges we
all face--at work, in our relationships, and beyond.
When confronted with almost any demanding
situation, the act of questioning can help guide us to
smart decisions. By asking questions, we can analyze,
learn, and move forward in the face of uncertainty.
But "questionologist" Warren Berger says that the
questions must be the right ones; the ones that cut to
the heart of complexity or enable us to see an old
problem in a fresh way. In The Book of Beautiful
Questions, Berger shares illuminating stories and
compelling research on the power of inquiry. Drawn
from the insights and expertise of psychologists,
innovators, effective leaders, and some of the world's
foremost creative thinkers, he presents the essential
questions readers need to make the best choices
when it truly counts, with a particular focus in four
key areas: decision-making, creativity, leadership,
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and relationships. The powerful questions in this book
can help you: - Identify opportunities in your career or
industry - Generate fresh ideas in business or in your
own creative pursuits - Check your biases so you can
make better judgments and decisions - Do a better
job of communicating and connecting with the people
around you Thoughtful, provocative, and actionable,
these beautiful questions can be applied immediately
to bring about change in your work or your everyday
life.

Kids Book of Questions
This fun and friendly science book for kids poses 100
real-life questions from kids to Robert Winston on
every aspect of science. Professor Robert Winston
was inspired to write this kid's book by the many
questions posed by his grandchildren and school
children he has met over the years. Perfect for those
who always have another "why?", Ask a Scientist
injects fascinating fun into science for kids. The inside
of this book is packed with real questions that real
children are asking. These questions have piled in
from every corner of the world including the USA,
Canada, the UK, Ireland, Europe, India, China, and
Japan. DK received a phenomenal number of
responses from the survey they sent out, coming back
with so many great questions to choose from! The
questions were carefully selected to cover the main
science topics. From chemistry, physics and the
human body, to all about the Earth, space, and the
science of nature. They are fun, engaging, and, dare
we say include some wonderfully weird questions that
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many adults wouldn't dream of asking. Ask A Scientist
focuses squarely on kids - what they want to know
and how best to give them the right answer. We think
you'll find a lot of the questions in this educational
book will sound familiar and the format really lends
itself to engaging young readers with just the right
amount of detail. It's also brimming with illustrations
that do a fabulous job of informing the content.
Science can be a tricky subject for kids and this
children's book truly gets a fresh perspective on it
through a child's eyes. Full of fun facts about the
world of science, it's the perfect book for kids who
dream up infinite why's about the world around them.
What's wonderful about how it's written, is that it
highlights the flexibility of science and how not
knowing something strengthens its foundations. By
creating a book from questions, it shows children how
science always has more to answer. Ask The
Questions - Find The Answers! Kids from all around
the world have sent us their most pressing, and
sometimes outlandish, questions. Professor and TV
personality Robert Winston is here to answer them in
this fun, friendly and accessible kid's science book.
Why is the sky blue? Do Aliens exist? How do fish see
at night? Find the answers to these questions and
more covering a range of topics like: - Chemistry Space - The Human Body - Earth - Physics - Natural
Science

The Awesome Book of Bible Answers for
Kids
A Wrinkle in Time is the winner of the 1963 Newbery
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Medal. It was a dark and stormy night—Meg Murry,
her small brother Charles Wallace, and her mother
had come down to the kitchen for a midnight snack
when they were upset by the arrival of a most
disturbing stranger. "Wild nights are my glory," the
unearthly stranger told them. "I just got caught in a
downdraft and blown off course. Let me sit down for a
moment, and then I'll be on my way. Speaking of
ways, by the way, there is such a thing as a
tesseract." A tesseract (in case the reader doesn't
know) is a wrinkle in time. To tell more would rob the
reader of the enjoyment of Miss L'Engle's unusual
book. A Wrinkle in Time, winner of the Newbery Medal
in 1963, is the story of the adventures in space and
time of Meg, Charles Wallace, and Calvin O'Keefe
(athlete, student, and one of the most popular boys in
high school). They are in search of Meg's father, a
scientist who disappeared while engaged in secret
work for the government on the tesseract problem.

The Kids' Book of Clouds and Sky
Answers questions about the sky at various times of
the day, the sun, clouds, weather, and related topics,
and suggests experiments.

Ask A Scientist
Why do we have eyebrows? What's a black hole and
what happens if you fall into one? What's the fastest a
human is capable of running? Why do wet fingers
stick to metal in the freezer? Where is the deepest
point on Earth?
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Divided by subject area - humans, animals,
environment/nature, technology, and space - and
written in an upbeat manner, each answer is
accompanied by either a photo or an illustration to
show the reasons why. Of course, TIME for Kids goes
beyond answering the question by dipping into the
science or history to further explain the answer in an
easy-to-follow, straightforward manner. This is a must
-have book to satisfy the most curious of kids and
provokes a great way to encourage interest and
knowledge about a wide range of subjects, as well as
to stimulate reading. Kids will be desperate to share
what they've learned with their parents, teachers, and
friendsand anyone else who will listen.

Book OF QUESTIONS for TEENS
The world has never seen anything like COVID-19
before: it's affecting everyone! This book is written by
a scientist who studies disease outbreaks and is
meant to provide some answers and start discussions
about what each of us can do to help keep our
communities safer during the coronavirus pandemic.
--

A Kids Book about Racism
Weave high-level questions into your teaching
practices.

My First Book of Questions and Answers
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The Little Book of Fun Questions
Kids Book of Questions. Why do the
Stars..?
Children are full of questions. Where did I come from?
What is God like? This interactive resource contains
answers, activities, prayers, and Bible references.

201 Questions to Ask Your Kids
Kids ask a lot of questions and this book compiles
some of the most common they ask about animals
and their diet. Composed of vivid visuals and bright
colors, this book truly captures the attention.
Information is presented in a question and answer
format for easier absorption. This book is perfect for
young children. Grab a copy today!

The Complete Book of Questions
Kids bombard you with lots of questions everyday so
allow them to find the answers out by giving them a
copy of this book of answers. Questions about your
body are answered in a very simple, easy-tounderstand manner. Coupled with fitting images, this
valuable resource will definitely satisfy the most
inquisitive minds. Grab a copy today!

Big Book of Questions and Answers
Kids love to be asked questions almost as much as
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they love to ask them. And asking is
important—parents know the value of having
meaningful conversations with their kids, especially
as family time is under continuous assault from
gadgets and devices. Now the book that solves those
needs is back—announcing a fresh new edition of The
Kids’ Book of Questions. Including subjects like the
Internet, school violence, and climate change, the
book remains a timeless treasure. Here is a collection
of questions designed to challenge, entertain,
provoke, and expand young minds. These are the
questions that let kids discover how they feel; let
people know what they think; raise issues that
everyone loves to discuss. Gregory Stock, author of
the original #1 bestselling Book of Questions, took his
question-asking ways into schools and came back
with over 200 questions, including Thorny dilemmas:
Would you rather have a job you didn’t like that paid
a lot or a job you loved that paid just enough to get
by? Embarrassing challenges: Would you kiss
someone in front of your whole class for $250?
Provocative ideas: What things do you think your
parents do just to set an example for you? Intriguing
fantasies: If you could text any famous person and be
sure they’d read and answer your text, who would
you write to and what would you say? There is only
one requirement: Give an honest answer. Then be
amazed to see where one little question leads.

Big Questions for Young Minds
Collects more than 200 questions designed to
provoke thought about basic values and beliefs
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Little Kids First Big Book of Why
From the creators of the What If…? Conference comes
a quirky book that encourages kids to explore and
engage with the world around them by asking more
than eighty wild, absurd, and thought provoking
questions. What if a book didn’t just tell you how to
think or what to know, but rather encouraged you to
think for yourself? What if there was a book that
focused on asking questions instead of just answering
them? The Book of What If…? does just that! What if
you lived on a floating city? What if politicians were
kids? What if broccoli tasted like chocolate? What if
you could explore outer space? By asking these fun,
open-ended questions, this book fosters greater
critical thinking skills and gives kids a space to
interact by breaking out a notebook to draw or write
out their personal reactions, or engage in entertaining
exercises with family and friends. Plus, sidebars
deepen the investigation with peer-to-peer insights,
historical and current profiles, real-life examples, and
more, making for unlimited learning opportunities!
Divided into sections—history, people, stuff, and
nature—along with four introductory texts to open up
a dialogue about why it’s important to be inquisitive
and to always ask questions, The Book of What If…? is
sure to be a hit with kids, teachers, and parents alike.
So ask a question and let the answers lead you on an
exciting journey filled with endless opportunities to
learn!

A Wrinkle in Time
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Kids are curious about Jesus and God and yet, by the
time they are teens, the majority stop asking
questions about faith and starting questioning faith
altogether. Respected Christian apologist Josh
McDowell encourages children to stand on the
foundation of truth with this contemporary gathering
of concise, welcoming answers for kids ages 8 to 12.
A fun format includes key Bible verses and pre-teen
friendly explorations of topics that matter most to
kids: God’s love and forgiveness Right and wrong and
making choices Jesus, the Holy Spirit, and God’s Word
Different beliefs and religions Church, prayer, and
sharing faith The next time a child asks “Who is God?”
parents, grandparents, and church leaders will want
this practical and engaging volume handy. Helpful
tips and conversation ideas for adults will help them
connect with kids hungering for straight talk about
faith in Jesus.

The Answers Book for Kids
This collection of 1,000 stimulating questions is
designed to inspire young minds. Questions such as
What is the most important part of your body? What
would you do if you were scared of someone at
school? Does skin color make people smart or dumb?
serve as catalysts for thought-provoking discussions
between adults and children.

Any Questions?
The book is comprised of inviting and intriguing
questions that result from peer pressure, morality,
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bizarre circumstances and everyday situations that
teens go through. I have used questions similar to
these in the classroom as a psychology teacher and ingroup and individual counseling sessions to generate
thoughts, evaluate decision-making skills and to use
as a guide to understanding teenager issues. I found
the book to be very successful with helping students
to talk about issues that they were experiencing. My
professional background includes working as an
Adolescent and Child Psychologist, Career Counselor
and for the last seven years, I have worked in the
public school system as a Psychology Teacher and
School Counselor, which afforded me the opportunity
to become knowledgeable of the issues that
teenagers go through. From the above experience, I
have designed questions that teens find humorous,
authentic, and informative. Although the title of the
book reads for teenager, I am quite confident that
teachers, counselors, and parents would benefit from
the book as well.

The Handy Answer Book for Kids (and
Parents)
This series answers many questions for kids with
answers from the Bible.

The Year of the Dog
201 Questions to Ask Your Kids Do you have trouble
talking to your kids? Does a successful conversation
with your child consist of one-word responses or
abrupt physical acknowledgments? Does your son or
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daughter get upset at the most innocent questions?
Join the club. Unfortunately, communicating well with
kids is something every parent desires but few
achieve. We love our children, but talking to them in a
meaningful manner isn't always easy. The questions
in this book are designed to help. No matter what age
or sex your children, no matter how many children
you have, no matter how good or bad your current
parent/child relationship, this simple "game" will get
your family talking more. And when you're
talking--really talking about emotions and fears and
attitudes--you'll be learning about each other as
individuals and growing closer together as a group.
An Introduction For Kids Wouldn't it be fun to find out
more about what your father or mother was like when
he or she was a kid? Or get to tell your parents which
of their friends you think looks dorkiest? Wouldn't
conversation be more interesting if you and your
family traded unexpected questions and answers at
dinner rather than just talked about what homework
did or didn't get done? There are a lot of great things
to talk about that no one ever brings up because we
usually think conversation is serious rather than a
way of being playful. Of course, conversation should
be about serious things some of the time--some of the
questions in this book are about very serious topics.
But other times, questions should be asked just to
create new ways to think about things, look back on
our lives, or imagine what life would be like if we
could design in any way we wanted. In fact, I wrote
this book because I think talking can be terrific fun,
and even talking to your parents and brothers or
sisters can be a kind of great game. Everyone can get
to know each other and laugh a lot--and be amazed
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from time to time. No one wins or loses, but there is
an element of surprise in finding out personal
information about parents--and sharing some of your
ideas, daydreams, and opinions with them. My idea is
to think of some of the world's most interesting
questions that parents and kids could talk about and
give everyone the chance to pick the ones they'd like
to hear about. Each person picks a question to ask
and then answers a question when his or her turn
comes around. All you have to do is choose from the
list under 201 Questions to Ask Your Parents and ask
any question you want. Your parents can take as long
or as short a time they want to answer. Any you can
all discuss the topic if you like. But then they go into
their section of the book and ask you questions. Some
of them might not be so interesting, but others--like
asking you who is the meanest kid you know--might
be cool to think about and share with them. They'll
learn a lot about what you think are ways kids act
nasty! You can wiggle out of any two questions that
don't interest you or are embarrassing--but no more
than that. It's good if a question makes you squirm a
little; that means you either haven't thought about it
before, or you have but you haven't wanted to deal
with it. But why not try out and answer? Pick a set
length of time to play for--and my guess is you'll want
to extend it. These questions get addictive! You can
play them at the dinner table, or after dinner, or on a
car trip, or anytime you feel like hearing what your
parents say about something. So, this is a book about
how to have intesting and often funny conversations
with your family. It's a way to avoid dead, boring
silences and fill the time instead with questions and
answers that everyone will enjoy thinking about. I
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know that in my family, it is too easy for us to get
stuck talking about praqctical things like who has to
be taken where the next day. That isn't particularly
fun. It doesn't let me in on what my kides are
thinking, and it doesn't help my two teenagers learn
things that might help them understand me a little
better. An ingenious book that speaks to both parents
and their kids. 201 QUESTIONS TO ASK YOUR
KIDS/201 QUESTIONS TO ASK YOUR PARENTS is two
books in one. Open it from one side, and it provides
parents with 201 questions for their children intended
to spark discussion, help reveal who their children
really are, and help children think about themselves
and the world in new and useful ways. Turn it over,
and there are 201 questions children can ask back to
their parents. Devised as an interactive "game," this
is a book that can get any family talking-really talking
about facts and fears and attitudes.An ingenious book
that speaks to both parents and their kids. 201
QUESTIONS TO ASK YOUR KIDS/201 QUESTIONS TO
ASK YOUR PARENTS is two books in one. Open it from
one side, and it provides parents with 201 questions
for their children intended to spark discussion, help
reveal who their children really are, and help children
think about themselves and the world in new and
useful ways. Turn it over, and there are 201 questions
children can ask back to their parents. Devised as an
interactive "game," this is a book that can get any
family talking-really talking about facts and fears and
attitudes.
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